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Every word comes from the heart
Mind Knot (1)

'Aren't you just letting yourself drown? '
'Aren't you just embracing what's thrown at you? '
'Aren't you just letting yourself stay sad and down? '
'Aren't you just embracing being blue? '

My mind is filled with endless questions
Questions that only roams around
Around my mind as it slowly
Slowly meeting its own demise.

I wish all the thoughts could just shut down
I wish all could just disappear
I wish I had words to describe how I feel
Cause it's getting tiring

Jessica Moon
I wrote for you, you must've noticed;  
Made a way to be in your way, you must've noticed.  
Saw to it that my presence will be obvious, you must've noticed;  
Gave away green flags everyday, you must've noticed.

For two years I thought I was able to keep it,  
The swirling feeling in my chest, but no.  
You were too friendly and too tolerant that I thought  
You had that swirling feeling too, but you didn't.

I knew it was wrong,  
I knew it was supposed to stop,  
I knew it was a big mistake,  
But I never knew how to let go.

And that's when I felt pathetic  
And that's when I felt like a fool  
And that's when I felt the need to end everything  
And that's when I decided to just,

Quit

And put a facade that I am not, in any circumstance,  
Affected by you, your smile, your voice  
And waited for a year to pass  
And as this year is coming to its end, I want to say

With all that's left in my heart, I am sorry.  
With all that's left in my sanity, I am sorry.  
With all that's left in me, I am very sorry.

Jessica Moon
As I look at the light that brings me contentment,
The sprinkled diamonds that give me happiness,
The cool breeze that relaxes my soul,
I can't help but to say "I love you";

All I can think of is how I managed to hide these feelings,
How I ended up this way,
How I was able to suppress the words,
That I am dying to say every single day.

Then I remember who I am,
And I remember who you are,
And I remember who I'm supposed to be
Then I remember everything.

How I hated you and loved you more than anything,
How I hated myself for not reminding
Myself that we cannot be
Together,
A lady
And a lady.

Jessica Moon
You Said...

You wanted a beautiful death,
Where the birds are singing,
And trees are dancing,
And the wind is whistling songs.

And the clouds are near
And the sky is clear
And I will be there
Digging your grave for you.

Jessica Moon
Survive

Lean in, breathe out, look at the sky and shout
Cave in, submit, collapse and get lost
Go on, make it last, let it flow and let it pass
Stand up, stand tall, move on and be strong

Strength is not what you already have, but you earnestly gain,
Through sorrows and pain, and torment
Through hardships, downfalls, and pain
So live it, love it, go through it all, and survive.

Jessica Moon
Thoughts of endless end ends her,
She wants it, she has to have it.
But the thought of agonizing agony agonizes her;
She wants it plain sailing, she wants it trouble free.

Steep drop into the trench belonging
to the man who holds a scythe,
Spurring her to leap and abandon the place
that stripped her naked of her dignity, her soul.

Wanting her demise to be painless
Is in truth, possibly impossible
But the eradication of her existence,
Her passing will surely be a success

One more step until she reaches her own execution
One more word to push her to her limits
One more word, and she's done
One more word and she'll drag the blade
to cut the rhythm of her pulse
Just one more word...
But there was only silence.

Jessica Moon
Pain Is Nothing

I love you, I know it's wrong but that is all I know
I need you, but I will never show
How you hit me with pleasurable waves of your beauty
How you bring me happiness with your lovely, addicting voice

I feel so pathetic, I feel like a fool
Whenever I cling to your actions
That are unmistakingly meaningless to you,
But are surely meaningful to me

Love, you're hurting me, so much
But you don't even see
My bleeding heart, my ruined mind, my dying soul
But I'd rather feel every ache

I'd rather drink any poison that you make
As long as it's you
There are no risks that I can't take
As long as it's you.
As long as it's you, love
Pain is nothing

Jessica Moon
Delirium Over Lucidity

I'd rather live in hallucination, delusion and insanity,
Than to live in sense, reasonableness and rationality.
Because for me, delirium is decalcomania in the wits
And reality is a kaleidoscope of abstract chaos.

Jessica Moon